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I cannot speak for most people, but the very second I could
ping VSE from my PC workstation the clouds cleared and

the sun started to shine down upon the VSE mainframe
world. Within days, I started to conceive ideas about
everything from Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) to
report distribution. I envisioned a shop that no longer need-
ed to print and distribute reports.
Instead, the shop would send these
reports to the user via FTP, email or
HTTP. The user could then archive
these reports to his/her own PC and
randomly print sections and/or even
whole reports.

Weeks later, as I started rolling out
my grandiose plans, we had decided
to start printing reports to various
department printers. Soon we heard
complaints from the user community
about “what happened to the green
bar?” I was flabbergasted! I had just
given them freedom from the bonds
of paper and they wanted green bar! I
thought I would never hear the day
that a user would ask for green bar.
For years these same users asked me
repeatedly why I could not format their reports to look like
the ones produced on the network. The users felt that the
mainframe reports were too generic. As always, I explained
that without PSF or Xerox DJDE the mainframe cannot
provide boxes, logos or shading.

After the initial shock wore off, I proceeded to investigate
what could be done to format these reports, to bring back the
green bar, without buying special preprinted forms.

This article will present three solutions that I came up with
to provide the users with reports that appear like network

printed or web-oriented documents. Are there more solu-
tions? Yes, I am sure there are, but the ones I will highlight
here all share the same quality: they are free. These ideas all
involve use of the IP stack, so if your site does not have one
show this article to your superiors and watch as their eyes
light up. The three ideas I have investigated are a PCL lan-

guage solution, an HTML solution
and a PDF solution. If you are running
the Connectivity Systems Inc. (CSI) IP
stack the work is simple. If you are run-
ning the Barnard Software (BSI) stack
there is a little more work involved.

SOLUTION #1: USING HTML

First, let us look the HTML solu-
tion, as this was the first solution that
I worked out. The idea of formatting
the reports into HTML came to me as
I was coding an INSERTS for a PCL
type network printer. For those of
you new to CSI stack and/or LPR
processing, I will explain what an
INSERTS is.

The INSERTS phase is a macro
provided by CSI in their product TCPIP4VSE to provide
support for network printing. The INSERTS allow a user to
specify an un-translated ACSII command string to a printer
during the transfer of data. These commands are passed at the
beginning, during a page break, and at the end of a report.
Three fields can be defined in an INSERTS macro. The first
field, called HEADER, is sent at the beginning of the report.
The second field, PAGE, is provided prior to each top-of-form
detected in the data stream. The third field, TRAILER, is
appended to the end of a report. These commands are placed
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I envisioned a shop that no
longer needed to print and

distribute reports but
would send these reports
to the user via FTP, email
and HTTP. The user then

could archive these reports
to his/her own PC and

print at random sections
and/or even whole reports.
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into the report based upon carriage controls
already imbedded into the report (both
ASA and MCC are supported). CSI will
even add the proper number of blank lines
to match the spacing commands used in
carriage controls. This means that no cod-
ing changes are required when converting a
report from a 3270 type printer to an
ASCII-based printer.

It was not a great leap to discover that
by wrapping HTML code around the data
you could convert the report into an
HTML page.

I started by using the Internet to give
myself a crash course in HTML. There are
hundreds of sites that offer information
and even courses on HTML. Here are just
two of the many sites where you can go to
learn HTML:

● www.mcli.dist.maricopa.edu/tut/
● www.eng.uc.edu/~jtilley/tutorial.html

The HTML and BODY tags are both
required in any Web page. The PRE and
FONT tags are the key to the report con-
version. As the Web browser reads the
data in and reformats it for display, extra-
neous blanks are truncated. For example,
if your data has five blanks between field
A and field B, the Web browser will only
show one. To get around this problem, the
PRE tag is used (Syntax as <pre>
...data....</pre>). When the browser encoun-
ters a PRE tag, all data after this tag is
presented as is to the browser (no additional
formatting occurs). Secondly, the FONT tag
is used to set the size and type of font so the
report will appear the same on any browser
that opens it.

I coded an INSERTS that would pass the
correct commands. After coding a batch email
job and sending the report, we waited for the
mail to arrive. Oh what joy we experienced
when we opened the attachment and the
report appeared in the Web browser! The
test was a complete success.

PROBLEMS AND MORE
PROBLEMS

The first problem was printing. HTML
does not obey a form-feed character. The
report did a page break whenever it reached
the margins. I contacted several Web people
to see what command, if any, I could use to
cause a page break in HTML. The responses
I received varied from person to person.

One solution would work if I could place
the data into predefined tables (tables in
HTML are basically defined areas within
a page) then print the Web page. If these
tables were the correct size the page
would break correctly. Unfortunately,
there is no way to imbed these commands
into an INSERTS phase. So, I went to the
Web for answers. After spending about an
hour and a half searching I found a solution:
A style sheet command could be used to
send page breaks inside the report where
needed. You can use the style command
“<P STYLE=”PAGE-BREAK-BEFORE:
ALWAYS”> “ to force the browser to send
a form feed every time this tag is encoun-
tered. I included this command into the newly
created INSERTS phase and continued
to test.

Unfortunately, the solution to our first
problem caused another problem. The
reports started with a new page! The com-
mand placed in the INSERTS caused
TCPIP4VSE to insert the style command
at the beginning of the report. This caused
a blank page to be printed before the first
page of data. Being an optimist, I decided
to make this a good thing and changed the
INSERTS phase to display the text
“YOUR REQUESTED REPORT” in the
browser and thus on the first printed page!
This solution cleared the way to proceed
onto our next problem.

The second problem is one that IBM had
dealt with years ago. On reports, there are
many numbers in columns that are hard to
read without a ruler or some sort of straight
edge to keep the eye focused. Knowing that
the Web browser will tile any picture speci-
fied as the background image, I went out to
the Web again. After several hours, I did not
find a suitable image to use as the background,
so I decided to make one. I started the
Microsoft Paint program and created a
small (3/4 inch by 5 inch) bitmap image of
green bar, as shown in Figure 1. I then
downloaded a freeware bitmap converter
and converted the bitmap to a compressed
GIF. I wanted to keep it small for transmis-
sion speed (total size is 789 bytes). Again, I
changed the code in the INSERTS phase to

specify <BODY BACKGROUND=”HTTP:
//WWW.XXXXXX.COM/IMAGES/GREE
NBAR.GIF”> where WWW.XXXXX.COM
is the URL where the picture is stored and
/IMAGES is the directory where the picture
resides. This allowed the user to view the
report as if it were on green bar paper.

Then another problem occurred: The
macro refused to assemble because the data
was longer than 250 characters. I tried
abbreviating the commands, however, this
did not work. I contacted CSI but they told
me that this is a limitation of Assembler not
the macro. I finally decided to “punch off”
the macro to see what it was doing and
found that it did nothing more than assemble
a table. Knowing the macro was nothing
more than a table; I resubmitted the JOB but
included the PRINT GEN option to see the
fully expanded macro. I then copied the
source into my library and manually built
the table. The INSERTS now assembles
without problem, and I have not yet hit any
size limitations.

With the new table now assembled test-
ing could proceed. Again, the background
solution presented a completely new
problem. The users raved how wonderful
this new background was until they printed
the report and the green bar background
did not print. Once again I went back to the
Web for solutions.

Fortunately, I found the answer to this
problem in less than 10 minutes. In Internet
Explorer, the user has to configure the Web
page to print the background images and
colors. We now provide the following
instructions at the bottom of each email to
explain to users how to set the background
image to print:

“To print the displayed background do the
following under Internet Explorer: choose
‘TOOLS/Internet options’ from the menu.
Click on the ‘ADVANCED’ tab and check
mark the option ‘Print background images
and colors..”.

We now have the ability to send the user
an email with their reports that allows them
to view, print and archive individual reports.
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We currently have an enhancement request
into CSI to provide the INSERTS support
for FTP.

SOLUTION #2: USING PCL

For those reports that you need to print
every day, the PCL solution is the best. We
print reports to the individual department
printers using shaded boxes and several of
these reports even include the company logo.

Hewlett-Packard invented PCL (Printer
Control Language) to give their PC base
printers a control language. PCL has
evolved into a PC standard. The print drivers
that are installed on a PC convert the data on
the screen or in a file into a series of PCL
commands and data. The PCL tells the
printer such things as what font to use, point
size of the font, lines per inch, characters
per inch, etc. You can control all aspects of
a printer through PCL.

The INSERTS was designed to allow
reports created on the mainframe to be
printed to network printers. However, PCL
also gives the developer the commands to
draw boxes, shading, position the cursor,
and even create raster graphics.

To see the full gamut of PCL commands,
you could go to the Web or purchase a
book on development. Unfortunately, most
books that come with printers give only the
basic commands; these books do not usu-
ally document the more complex drawing
and shading commands. Here is one site
that I have found that shows just about every
PCL command imaginable: www.piclist.com/
techref/language/pcl/index.htm.

To draw in pure PCL language the devel-
oper uses raster graphics (HP has developed
the HPGL2 language to aid in drawing but
it will not be covered here.) A raster image
uses a simple binary code (either the pixel is
on or off) and each binary value represents
one pixel cell. For example, if you defined
an image to be a resolution of 300 pixels,
this means there are 300 pixel cells to an
inch. Therefore, for a 1” x 1” picture there
will be 38 lines of 38 hex codes to represent
this picture (actual image sent to the printer
must be 304 pixels × 304 pixels as you must
have a multiple of eight). PCL provides for
compression of pictures and I would advise
you to look into that if the graphics you
want to send are larger or need a greater
resolution than 300. In fact, to aid in the
coding of these pictures I used a freeware

picture converter to save the picture as a
raster graphic. I then printed the graphic to
a file (using a PCL driver) to save the PCL
commands used to print the picture. Next, I
used a hex editor to cut and paste the com-
mands into the macro as needed.

I started simple and experimented with
the commands as I went, adding boxes and
shading, and then testing and retesting. In
the process, I found several freeware and
shareware programs that either helped in the
development or allowed me to see the PCL
commands stored in a spool job. I used the
following tools:

● Paint Shop Pro by JASC Software, Inc.
● PCL Codes by PAGETECH
● ECPage by DBA Erickson Consulting
● LZPCL by Ziff Davis Media Inc.

(PC Magazine)

(I downloaded the above programs from
various Internet sites.)

There are two basic methods of sending
these commands to the printer. The first is the
simplest; you simply send all the commands
needed with every print job. However,
based upon the size of the PCL INSERTS,
this could add a great deal of data to the
transmission. It may be necessary to send
these commands before every page
depending on the type of command and
formatting required.

The second method is sending the com-
mands in the form of an overlay macro. An
overlay is then kept in the printer until
purged or the printer is powered down. The
overlay is then called according to an ID
number that is assigned to it during the
download to the printer. To download the
overlay, simply run an LPR or AUTOLPR
job and send the commands to the printer
along with the commands defining the job
as a macro. Then, when printing the job,
simply call the macro previously defined.

The code to format a page in gray bar (black
and white green bar) and a sample of the page
(to be sent with every page) are available from
the NaSPA Web site as ASKE1101.TXT. To
access, go to www.naspa.com and click on
“Technical Support” and “Coding Samples
From Articles.”

SOLUTION #3: USING PDF

The third and last solution that I used is
Portable Document Format (PDF). PDF

was invented to be a cross-platform view
and printing format and has become an
Internet standard.

Several software packages are available for
PDF conversion of mainframe data. These
packages are very functional and inexpensive.
However, with service pack B of TCPIP4VSE
version 1.4, CSI has given the user the ability
to format and send reports in PDF format.
This document, or the how-to, is located at
www.tcpip4vse.com/pdf4vse.pdf.

PDF combines the ability of HTML and
PCL. The user can easily view the document
online and/or print the report fully formatted.
You can send the reports to the network via
FTP, email them to a user, or view them
from a VSE Library. The aforementioned
document even provides a REXX CGI so
that you can view reports in the POWER
queues in PDF format.

With the help of a program called
PREPHOST from Labayne & Associates,
you can convert any graphic that is in PDF
format to a file that once uploaded can be
used to include overlays in the PDF
document. Although this function is not
yet available in the CSI version, I have been
told this it is coming very soon. I would
suspect by the time of this printing that
functionality has been added.

PDF combines the ability to view the
document online with an easy way to format
the report for printing. The user can view
the PDF document on virtually any platform
with printer independence.

CONCLUSION

Although we still are printing some doc-
uments using PCL, and still send a few
reports formatted in HTML, the majority of
the reports sent are now in PDF format. The
user community has ceased complaining
about unformatted reports. In fact, we now
have more versatility in report distribution
than any other platform in the company.

Dan Askew is a systems programmer working
with both VSE and VM. He is currently
employed by Dowling Consulting in Hudson,
Ohio, and can be contacted via email at
Dana@Dowlingassoc.com.
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